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Challenging our understanding of representation, simulation and fabrication in
architecture, SCI-Arc has been developing a unique digital/physical design
platform where the relationships between humans, machines and matter are
constantly in flux re-calibrating, reshuffling, reordering aligning digital and
physical and vis versa. The robot as a technology takes an important role in these
new ideation environments. "Live" is an applicaton which enables real-time
robotic control and grants the robot substantial agency situating it as an
interactive design tool that immediately responds to designed signal and sensor
inputs in its environment. Current research explores interactive environments,
gesture based human-machine interactions and autonomous agent driven design
programs.
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Context

Figure 1
Object Analysis and
Representation in
Feedback-Loop

In our search for technological advancements, the intuitive and playful nature of design should not be
lost in the complexities of information and interfaces. While engineers strive to maintain the illusion of transparency in the design and reﬁnement
of media technologies, here artists (architects) explore the meaning of the interface itself using the various transformations of the medias as their palette
(Rokeby 1995).
The Robot House at SCI-Arc launched in 2011.
Fuelled by its unique hardware conﬁguration, its custom software motion control solutions and its particular conceptual approach to the project, it has
since developed into a unique digital/physical design interface. It is a reconﬁgurable 3D workspace,
a design platform which encourages projects where
matter, representation and production are in a constant interchangeable ﬂux throughout the entire process, aligning digital and physical and vis versa (Fig1.).

The current discourse at SCI-Arc is built around, a
search for ideas, using the "image which means
ideas"(Sloterdijk 1999) as a medium.

Curime Batliner, Michael Jake Newsum and M.
Casey Rehm aim to shift the discussion, which mostly
revolves around objects and images, to a discussion
where the focus lays on networks of relationships.
Moving away from simulation here the relationships
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between humans, machines and matter are in ﬂux:
re-calibrating, reshuﬄing, reordering on the ﬂy. The
robot as a technology plays an important role in this
process of mediation and is an essential component
of these new kinds of interface. While its internal resources are ready for link up with available immaterial
data networks, its familiar continuity of corporeality
and familiar aesthetic assumptions of material reality
make it the perfect mediating device for the development of a real-time digital/physical interface, linking human interaction, robotic motion, artiﬁcial intelligence and matter into one feedback loop (Fig.2).
Today, we measure the shortest distance between two points no longer by physical proximity,
but rather in time. As a result the shortest distance
between two points becomes real-time (Kac 1996)
But how do you interrogate a real-time interface,
its workings and its potentials without building it?
You simply cannot!

Live: Realtime robotic motion control
In this context, Curime Batliner, Michael Jake Newsum and Casey Rehm are developing the application
"Live", the core framework for ideation environments,
which require the integration of live-programmed
robotic motion in the design process (Batliner et al.
2014). It is a robotic control software which grants
the robot substantial agency situating it as an interactive design tool that immediately responds to
designed signal and sensor inputs in its environment. It breaks away from traditional work ﬂows,
programming-simulation-execution, where the industrial robot is optimized for repetition and precision. Here, the robot is programmed to be versatile,
nuanced and interactive. Without a required pre programmed motion or series of operations, the robot
can engage directly with the current context available to the programmed logic. Speciﬁcally designed
with an eye towards universality, it is open to any
programming and scripting language which possess
the capacity to send and receive signals on the ﬂy via
standard internet protocols.
Figure 2
Immersive Tracking
Environment
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The Live application builds on earlier research at
the SCI-Arc's Robot House where the ability to stream
via TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) connection
position and tooling information to the robot was
initially implemented (Batliner et al. 2011)(Atwood
and Harms 2012). There, new motion commands are
added to the motion stack of the controller's memory
where they are executed in order.
Live increases data-speed and adds a real-time
interface to control motion stack and tooling. As a result the user is able to interrupt the motion sequence
at any time, thus modifying the robot's next trajectory and enabling the robot to interact with real-time
information. Traditionally, the robot is programmed
to execute each command in order then await for additional instructions. In this logic, the robot is not
able to continually engage with interactive inputs,
because the speed of the arm is far exceeded by the
speed of information such as tracking the position of
a person in space. The rate that the positioning information is sent to the robot controller would have to
be reduced to minimize residual motion from previous inputs, thus the resolution of motion and ﬁdelity
with the interactions would be diminished. By modifying the motion stack, the designer is able to remove
pending motions while communicating new positions. This lets the designer send positioning information at rates up to .004 times per second for high
resolution motion paths while being able to modify
the motion stack at any time when tracking moving
subjects that are not able to be simulated. Live allows for forward or inverse kinematic positioning as
well as vector trajectories relative to user deﬁned reference planes. Additionally, the user has control over
how the robot will interpolate the motion, the velocity at tool center point, acceleration/deceleration of
joints, up to 32 tooling inputs and outputs as well as
synchronization triggers. In each information packet
the user has the ability to modify where the information will be added to the motion stack and if the
positions should be stored for later use as pre programmed motions. Live communicates via TCP making it very accessible to most scripting and program-

ing languages. Message packages are structured and
sent to the robot at a rate that is appropriate for the
design process. Existing interfaces for the Live application have been built in Maya-Python, Python, Processing, Rhino-Grasshopper and VVVV.
The Live application is currently explored
through three main research categories; interactive environments, gesture based human-machine
interactions and autonomous agent driven design
programs.
Two case studies will be presented below. The
ﬁrst will discuss interactive environments, exploring
the use of human gesture as a means of robotic motion control ultimately proposing space as a contemporary interface for telematic communication. The
second will present the use of Live with an additional library to explore utilizing the robot platform
as an autonomous intelligent agent. Both case studies interrogate the possibility of developing new interfaces where the digital and physical are mutable
and designers can intuitively explore.

Case Study I : Eyerobot - Spatial interfaces
Architecture traditionally has played a signiﬁcant role
on how we interact and communicate as people with
another. With the digital revolution and the rise of
the virtual, space as a physical entity has lost signiﬁcance as a place for communication and is replaced by virtual alternatives. Our daily login times
for browsing, shopping, social media exchange, our
growing collection of digital gadgets such as mobile
phones, laptops, and latest cars etc. are witnesses of
it. In this environment of permanent telepresence,
people have the ability to commute information instantaneously, to send and receive sound and images
immediately, which accounts for the decreasing social relevance of the extensity of space in regard to
the intensity of time (Kac 1996).
While these new forms of communication and interaction are exciting, the current state of these technologies still relies on the usage of two-dimensial
screens which do not seem to align with how we in-
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teract naturally. How can designers introduce space
as a tangible medium into these new forms of communication and interactions ?
In "Is There Love in the Telematic Embrace?" media artist and theorist Roy Ascott renders art as "a participatory process,..., deﬁned not by formal parameters but by behavioral relationship in which artist, observer and environment are all integrated in an emergent, interactive system of morphological relationships (Ascott 1990).
Interested in activating the role of the human in
space, Eyerobot II, a seminar taught by Curime Batliner in 2014, asked students to prototype spatial interactions where architecture itself becomes an engaging, interactive technology. The spaces should
be able to respond, behave and potentially be in
symbiosis with the human, with the ability to be
connected virtually across the globe. Rather than
thinking about motion as an abstract concept in the
design process, students were encouraged to think
about a partially kinetic architecture with no ﬁxed or
ideal form but with a form which is in constant ﬂux,
manipulated by the participants.
Taking inspiration from artists such as Edward
Inhatowicz, "the senster", Ken Rinaldo "autopoiesis"
and Rafael Lozano-Hemmer "vectorial elevation - relational architecture", the ﬁnal experiment of the
seminar is a space that integrates robotics and sensing technology into the envelope of a space (Fig.3).
The gallery has approximate dimensions of 10*6*6
meters, and the intervention mounted in the center,
is a box of approximate 6*2.5*3 meters. On the inside of the box there are four industrial robots placed
as an dynamic scaﬀold, rigged to a thin membrane
which separates the interior of the box from a void
on the outside reserved for the visitors/participants.
The robots on the interior are programmed to react to
human activity of the participants. In the void space,
two kinect depth sensors are measuring the human
activity, reading their skeleton informations. An application built in VVVV and Grasshopper, interprets
the information and steers the behaviours of the machine space. The ﬁnal behaviours are packaged and
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sent to the robot's control application, Live, as well
control the live visuals projected onto the supporting membrane. Participants entering the space know
that the box houses industrial robot, but their bodies
are hidden behind the membrane and only the tips of
the robots are visible at the points where they touch
the slightly translucent membrane (Fig.4). Once a
participant enters the space, the robots engage with
their presence, reacting and following the movement
of the person. Moving as a person in this case results
in moving the hidden machines, which then translates into a spatial reconﬁguration of the space. Using
the robot as a mediating device, the participant has
now partial inﬂuence over the rate, as well the quality
of transformation the space takes.
Figure 3
Diagram: Data
Network Eyerobot

Figure 4
Eyerobot: Final
Installation

The playful design space resides in the control of
how the installation space is manipulated and represented. Variables of how the robots move, their

range, speed and blending are linked to the occupants' skeletons as well as their relationship to the
robot arms in the space. Gestures can be reprogrammed and added to the interface to control the
visual feedback as well as the robots' behaviors. Variations of these controls give the installation space inherent diﬀerent presences enhancing the interactive
opportunities.
The focus in this experiment was the responsive link between, human, machine and space (Fig.5).
In order to produce engaged, playful interactions, it
was important to balance the amount of participants
present in the space. The installation worked most
successful, when there were between two or three
persons present at the same time. In those moments
the space was active and the participants were at
the peak of engagement. Higher numbers of participants resulted in conversations between the participants, and when there was only one person present,
it seemed that the interactivity decreased as there
was no other human present to share the experience.
The rules of this play are simple, but a wide range of
spatial conﬁgurations and sequences emerged as a
result from these intensive interactions. Initiated in
the context of the Eye Robot seminar, this interface
has since run through a series of iterations, adding
new behaviours and expanding extensively the digital texturing of the space. Spin-oﬀ projects also have
started to investigate more closely the human-robot
relationship.
Figure 5
Eyerobot: Final
Installation

Looking at contemporary discussions about motion
in architecture, one can observe that there is a strug-

gle with what Greg Lynn describes as "the motion
picture analogy, where architecture occupies the
role of the static frame through which motion progresses. Force and motion are eliminated from Form
only to be reintroduced, after the fact of design,
through concepts and techniques of optical procession.". In this context "design becomes an active
abstract space that directs from within a current of
forces that can be stored as information in the shape
of form." (Lynn 1999) . The exciting outcomes of spatial experiments, as previously described, are that
one can start thinking about architecture as an interactive technology which takes shape in the moment,
is nondeterministic and nuanced in its expression to
the particular user. In this form of ﬂux and connectivity, spaces have the potential to become a communication platform, where spatial qualities, such
as geometrical transformations, its behaviour over
time, digital texturing, conditions of light, etc. can be
stored, layered, replayed and also be exchanged. By
making the digital spatially tangible the user acts at
the level of reality and virtuality simultaneously without of the need of headsets, goggles or other attachments.

Case Study II: The Utility and Trajectory of
Autonomous Systems in Robot Driven Design
While developing the real-time autonomous control
library, "Henri", several speciﬁc design uses were anticipated. The initial experiments with the platform
were geared towards material manipulation. Speciﬁcally, the sculpting versions of the platform were designed to explore both the ability of these systems
to engage dynamic materials with precision and repetition and the ability to engage materials or environments in which human operation or surveying is
problematic. Additional functionality allows the platform to autonomously control the perception and
documentation of physical events
Recent research into robotic 3d printing of lunar stations, by Professor Behrokh Khoshnevis at USC
in partnership with NASA, provides a clear context
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where the ability for an autonomous fabrication system has utility (NASA 2014). Their proposed system
allows the 3d printing machines to analyze the alien
context and reshape it to allow for standardized production of a repeatable building typology. While
their platform is built on a model where extreme conditions are manipulated towards uniformity for necessary performance criteria, as construction in this
type of context advances, an open source platform
for experimenting in design and construction behaviors, which produce emergent building types and
aesthetics in these environments, can create novel
trajectories in the discipline to reconsider post-earth
architecture types.
Material computation has a long trajectory in the
discipline of architecture. In the past designers, like
Antoni Gaudi and Frei Otto, used physical models to
simulate structural performance. Work explored by
Theodore Spyropoulos, Rob Stuart-Smith, Alisa Andrasek and Jose Sanchez with their students at the
AADRL on projects like Grompies (Dezeen 2010) and
Plugin (Andrasek 2008), expand this territory further
by utilizing agent based, complex system simulation
in conjunction with material exploration. In these examples, students develop discreet digital simulations
of physcial phenomena using intelligent agent based
scripts, to project and anticipate perceived results to
a larger architectural scale. Ryan Luke Johns' Augmented Materiality project utilizes sensing equipment to capture a mesh from a wax block and user
deﬁned inputs to calculate and shape the block into
a structurally performative geometry (2014). The
project develops intuitive interfaces between material manipulation and idealized digital form.
The work done with the Henri platform looks
to remove the discreet nature between simulation
and physical output while focusing on bottom up
methodologies. By viewing the design platform as
inclusive of both the material agency of the manipulated context and the intelligent agency of the
software package, a new model for design emerges
where the delineation between physical and digital
is mutable (Fig.6). The current format of the platform
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diﬀers from a system like the Johns' in that it does
not produce totalized goals for the physical output.
While there is a clear application for his processes
in architecture, this platform speciﬁcally for explores
design in conditions where the end results are indeterminate or unknowable due to the complexities of
the precepts. In these conditions, it is necessary to
generate design through the codifying of intention
at the level of local behaviors.
Figure 6
Diagram: Data
Network
Autonomous
Sculpting

Henri is a library, created by M.Casey Rehm (2014), of
functions and classes which allow users to develop
real-time autonomous motion control functions in
Processing 2.0+ (Fry and Reas 2012), simultaneously
linking digital inputs, peripheral hardware, and the
Live application on the robot's controller. The library
currently utilizes ToxicLibs (Schmidt 2013) for vector and mesh functions and SimpleOpenNI (Rheiner
2013) for Kinect functionality. The primary class of
the library contains: a simulated robot, two IK models
calculating both simulated positions and incoming
streamed real-world positions, variables for deﬁning
joint and dimensions, functions to limit robot work
areas and tool orientations, preprogrammed motion
types (jog, track, retreat, plunge), robot display and
user deﬁned functions for context analysis and and
responsive behaviors. A second class is utilized to receive incoming packages from the Live application
and updates the robot class and global framework to
the new positional information. A third class is utilized to calculate plane informations, speeds, motion

types and tool activation and formated into a package. This package is then sent to the Live application.
All streaming to and from the robot occurs over a TCP
connection hosted on the computer running the Processing app. A fourth class bundles necessary rotational and translational functions to align the multiple coordinate systems of the various inputs into a
single global coordinate system.
The platform, including the sensors and actuators (robot, turntable, etc...), currently operates as a
model-based reﬂex agent per Russell & Norvig (1995).
The program creates a loop with its context, continuously perceiving and aﬀecting its environment. Precepts, in this case the Kinect and the streamed realworld positions of the robot, are read by the program.
These precepts are analyzed in conjunction with the
programs internal model of its world, and a resultant
action is calculated. This action is then streamed to
the physical robot as an actuator to aﬀect the environment. Currently, the platform does not support
goal or utility orientation to evolve the behaviors of
the program. Improvement in the robot's behavior
is therefore achieved through the designers iterative
manipulation of the program.
When discussing real-time methods in relationship to autonomous robotics platforms, it is important to take into account the rate in which the robot
can eﬀectively respond to commands or utilize data.
Even though a depth camera like the Kinect can produce a point cloud at 30fps, if the platform takes 30
seconds to move a tool into position, aﬀect the materials and retract, the necessary capture rate can be
much slower. Additionally if the medium being operated on requires a longer amount of time in order to
produce a signiﬁcantly diﬀerent scan, higher rates of
capture are unnecessary. On the other hand, when
engaging a context which changes at a higher rate,
the streaming of positions can exceed the limit of the
robot's motion. For example, a human has the capability to move faster than the ﬂange of the Staubli
RX160, so when running an autonomous scanning
function on a human subject, the rate of analysis
should outstrip the physical limitations of the robot

in case emergency corrections to a motion are required to prevent collisions.
The sculpting abilities of Henri have been tested
initially utilizing wax and a robot mounted heat gun
(Fig.7). In this conﬁguration, a 50 lb. block of wax
is mounted to a turntable controlled by Henri by
streaming to an arduino microcontroller across a UDP
port. The kinect scanner is mounted to a ﬁxed point
with its relative rotation and position to the robot's
origin located in the transformation class of Henri.
The Kinect, Arduino controller and the Robot Controller are all connected to a laptop which runs the
Henri based application in Processing. As part of the
development of their app, a designer can also produce an interface speciﬁc to their tasks with the platform which allows them to perceive the softwares decision making and potential errors.
In this setup, design exploration is done by manipulating the analysis criteria and robot tooling behaviors. The constraints of the tooling, sensors and
material greatly aﬀect the development of these behaviors. For example, the Kinect scanner, while fast,
lacks ﬁdelity when scanning translucent materials.
Consequently, the captures from the scan frequently
feature voids in the produced mesh for analysis. As
a result, the current motion control behaviors rely
on a method of moving exclusively along connected
edges of the scanned mesh. This insures that the
robot does not attempt to move the tooling through
an unscanned region of the work area.
Figure 8 is an example of a behavior utilizing
a single agent model for producing a combination
of bulbous protrusions and voids, developed by
M.Casey Rehm and Anthony Stoﬀella which utilizes
aligned orbiting tool paths to accentuate the prominence of convex surface features. This behavior accentuates the radial nature of the heat gun's material
deformation.
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Figure 7
Henri Autonomous
Sculpting

While the initial explorations with Henri were intended to drive tooling operations, the potential
need to create behaviors for controlling how the
robot platform perceives its context became apparent. From this interest two applications developed.
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The ﬁrst application was a strict capture application for point clouds from robot mounted Kinect
scanners . Users can manipulate the robot position using the standard manual jog modes or programmed motion paths, while the Live application
streams real-time updates of the robot's position
and orientation to the application. The application
takes the incoming positions and translates simultaneously incoming point clouds from the Kinect
scanner into their real world positions. The resulting three dimensional output in point clouds and
meshes allowed for a more sophisticated representation of a physical event, extrapolating the photographic techniques of Eadweard Muybridge and
Etienne-Jules Marey into a medium which simultaneously describes spatial information for an event from
multiple positions with accurate depictions of volume and surface (Fig.9).

Figure 8
Single Agent
Sculpting Behavior

Figure 9
Capture Application
Interface and
Context

Figure 10
Diagram: Data
Network
Autonomous
Robotic Scanning

Figure 11
Autonomous
Robotic Scanning

The second application begins to explore the
use of Henri to automate the system's ability to control its perception of its context. Speciﬁcally the application is designed to allow a robot arm to autonomously focus a 3d scanner on a localized portion
of a work area too large or complex to be understood
from a ﬁxed vantage point. The application builds
on the capture application's utilization of streamed
robotic positions, however, this application has functions for analyzing the incoming point clouds and autonomously re-positioning the robot arm based on
designed behaviors (Fig.10). For example, the initial
behavior searches vertices of captured meshes in a
local region and aligns the sensors to a new position
targeting the vertex with the highest normal diﬀerential to its neighbors (Fig.11).
The projects discussed in this paper build of
concepts on artiﬁcial intelligence and autonomous
strategies which require networking and real-time
control. While those characteristics can be described
as virtual the outlook of the work is humanistically
inspired trying to reconcile and ﬁnd a balanced relationship between technology, human and matter. In
the ﬁrst case study the human is given agency by engaging with space as an interactive medium for communication. By setting form into a state of ﬂux, experience and interactivity are prioriatised over static
form. Space becomes a tangible interface where participants perform simultaneously at the level of reality and virtuality.
In the second case study we are looking at a
model for design with a bottom up methodology,
where the delineation between physical and digital
is mutable. Rather than geometry, here the state of
matter informs and inﬂuences the procedure of the
machine on a one to one relationship.
While these projects are still at their beginning,
they carry the potential of challenging our contemporary understanding of representation and simulation in architecture. The building of these new kinds
of real-time interfaces is crucial for new axiomatizations and toolboxes for art and architecture in which
the virtual and actual always coexist." (Testa.2014).
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